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About This Game

Our hero Seamus can't fly, but he never touches the ground. Instead, he hangs by a rope and harness as he maneuvers his way
through over 60 challenging puzzles!

In Cubicity, you pass across five worlds, in each world he'll need to acquire new weapons and learn new strategies in order to
solve the increasingly difficult puzzles that block his path.

Part action/adventure, part puzzle/strategy, you'll need to be both smart and quick-fingered to reach the end. Are you up for the
challenge?
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Title: Cubicity
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Bubble Head Games
Publisher:
Bubble Head Games
Release Date: 12 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 2.0 GHz+ Dual Core Processor or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM with Shader Model 2.0 support and needs a directX 10 capable video card.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 controller officially supported

English
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\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. So I had this game on my wishlist since I saw it on upcoming
on steam and bought it instantly on release.
This game is about a guy called Seamus, who was too curious and jumped into a canalisation. Now he has to solve puzzle, where
he has to get a cube to a specific area, to escape this madness.
The puzzles are seperated into five world each with 13 level, so quite a lot of puzzle to solve.
To solve these about 60 puzzle you first begin with one tool, a magnet, with it you can grab metal cubes and some metals board.
Later you also get a portal gun, a merge gun, which merges several cubes to one object so you can grab all of them at once with
the magnet and a magnetizing gun, which makes cubes magnetic, so they attract other metal cubes.
Overall the puzzles aren't that hard except a few and at the end you will also have an endboss, which was kinda annoying in my
opinion, but not that big of a deal.
So if you like puzzle games, you should buy this game, because it's totally worth it's price, because you will have fun with that
game for about 3-4 hours. :)
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